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Monthly Market Commentary: January 2023 
December now marks three months in a row with improving news on inflation. Monthly prices declined 
by 0.1% in December and annual prices increase by 6.5%, down from a 7.1% increase in November1. 
However, core inflation, which excludes volatile energy and food prices, did tick up during the month, 
rising 0.3% compared to November’s 0.2% rise. Under the hood, the report showed energy prices fell 
4.5%, despite a rise in natural gas prices during the cold weather around Christmas along with prices on 
used and new cars falling, the first time in two years that prices on new cars declined. 

While the job market remains fairly tight, the pace of new jobs continues to slowly cool down. In 
December, 223,000 new jobs were added to the economy, though this was the fifth month in a row of 
fewer new jobs than the prior month2. Construction, health care, and hospitality were a few stand-out 
areas of job growth within the report. Despite a lot of headlines about the residential housing market, 
total construction jobs increased on average by 19,000 per month in 2022. Overall, the unemployment 
rate declined from 3.7% to 3.5%. 

Consumer sentiment has been in focus lately and, while still pessimistic from a historical standpoint, it 
improved substantially in the preliminary January report, rising to 64.6, from 59.7 in December3. It 
marks the highest the index has been since April 2022 as respondents have an improved view of the 
state of their personal finances as well as the long-run economic outlook. The improving inflation picture 
also appears to be helping with shorter-term inflation expectations also coming down to their lowest 
levels since April 2021. 

The bottom line: With three months of improving inflation reports, the trend is moving in the right 
direction and has positive momentum. This may give the Fed some breathing room, though the Fed is 
still likely to tighten a bit further over their next few policy meetings. A cooling jobs market helps, 
though there still may not be enough slack within the labor market for the Fed to sleep terribly easy. The 
language coming from the Fed, as well as the overall economic picture, is likely to play a critical role in 
market sentiment going forward, with any surprises or abrupt changes presenting as a risk to the early 
strength of the market in 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This is being provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or 
sell any specific securities. Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and all investing involves risk. Index 
returns shown are not reflective of actual performance nor reflect fees and expenses applicable to investing. One 
cannot invest directly in an index. The views expressed are those of PlanWiser Financial and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of Mutual Advisors, LLC or any of its affiliates. Investment advisory services offered through Mutual 
Advisors, LLC DBA PlanWiser Financial, an SEC registered investment advisor. 
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3. University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment Index, preliminary January release, 
http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/ 

 


